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Executive Summary
Within the framework of work package 7 and specifically Task 7.3, ‘Identification, involvement
and coordination of a 2-tier circle of learning’, three webinars were conducted.
As described in the document ‘RESIN Tier 2 circle of learning - Concept paper and work plan’
(refer Annex A), the webinars were designed to be a platform to present the project and its
progress. They have taken place as part of ongoing exchange in the interest of building
understanding of, and support for, the project’s evolving results among the Tier 2 cities. The
webinars supported other knowledge transfer activities within the project (refer D7.3
‘Knowledge transfer workshops’ and forthcoming D7.5 ‘Stakeholder dialogues’).
The aim of this report is to explain the design, organisation and implementation of the
webinars.

1. Introduction
1.1 RESIN Tier 2 concept and activities
At its core, the RESIN project aims to support cities all over Europe to become more resilient.
RESIN results include tools designed to assist cities in more effectively adapting to climate
change, with a strong focus on dissemination and uptake of project results. It is with this
background that the concept of Tier 2 cities has been developed as the first layer of
‘qualitative’ dissemination. This goes beyond simply making cities aware of the project results
once completed, instead beginning early in the project so that cities are updated as the
project develops, and receive guidance as to how the tools may address their local
challenges and context. The selection of Tier 2 cities was consciously made to reflect
Europe’s diversity in terms of:
-

geographical location;
size;
climate threats;
experience with climate adaptation and resilience.

Tier 2 cities have the crucial role of contributing to the fine-tuning of the RESIN tools, and
giving feedback on their usability within their local contexts, as well as the opportunity for
peer-to-peer exchange in the context of the project. A total of 17 cities were selected to form
the second tier (refer Figure 1, over page).
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Figure 1: Tier 2 cities and their Tier 1 city partners
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The following activities have been envisioned and are being carried out for the Tier 2 cities
within the framework of work package 7 and specifically Task 7.3, ’Identification, involvement
and coordination of a 2-tier circle of learning‘, in order to foster a continuous exchange with
the RESIN Project Consortium and also between the cities themselves:
- Three webinars;
- Two Knowledge Transfer Workshops;
- Two Stakeholder Dialogue Workshops (one per city group).
These activities, as well as the Tier 2 concept more broadly, are outlined in detail within the
‘RESIN Tier 2 circle of learning - Concept paper and work plan’. This current report describes
the organisation of the three webinars only (refer Table 1 below). More detail on other
knowledge transfer activities conducted within the project can be found in D7.3 ‘Knowledge
transfer workshops’ and the forthcoming D7.5 ‘Stakeholder dialogues’).

1.2 Webinar objectives
The webinars were designed to be a platform to present the project and its progress, as part
of ongoing exchange in the interest of building understanding of, and support for, the project’s
evolving results among the Tier 2 cities.

1.3 Webinar timing
Webinars were held between December 2016 and March 2018 (refer Table 1 below).
Date

Subject

15 December 2016

Introduction to RESIN

9 March 2017

Forming Impact Chains for IVAVIA

15 March 2018

Adaptation Options Library – Tutorial

Table 1: Webinar overview

The actual timing of the webinars differed slightly from that planned originally (refer Figure 2
below), because at the outset of the project the purpose and content of each session was as
yet undefined. Based on project progress and reactions to the second webinar, it was
resolved to delay the third webinar to a later stage in the project, when the tools would be at a
more advanced state of completion. This allowed for a hands-on tutorial-based format for the
third webinar, because the Adaptation Options Library was at a mature stage of development
and its possibilities for use more readily understandable to future end-users.
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Figure 2: Original timeline for Tier 2 Cities' activities

2. Webinar series overview
All three webinars were prepared in advance by ICLEI staff, in collaboration with Work
Package leaders and Tier 1 city partners as relevant. Subjects were selected based on the
stage of the project’s development, and which information was considered beneficial to both
city participants and researchers. All webinars ran for 1.5 hours each and were facilitated by
ICLEI.
Recordings of webinars 1 and 3 are available online at
http://www.resin-cities.eu/resources/multimedia/

2.1. Webinar 1: Introduction to Resin
The first webinar, held in December 2015, took place within the opening months of the project
and was designed to introduce Tier 2 cities to the research framework and objectives. Input
was provided by project coordinator Peter Bosch of TNO and Work Package leads
Fraunhofer, Tecnalia and TNO.
Due to the early stage of the project, the focus of the session was on clarifying project
objectives, timeline and anticipated results. The project aims and thematic focus on improving
the resilience of critical infrastructure in the context of climate change adaptation (CCA) were
introduced, followed by an overview of shortcomings in existing CCA efforts, including the
lack of a uniform approach across cities, limited availability of cost-benefit information and
disconnect between disaster risk reduction and CCA efforts. This was followed by an
introduction to Fraunhofer’s proposed IVAVIA (Integrated Vulnerability Analysis for Vital
Infrastructures and built-up areas), one to Tecnalia’s planned Adaptation Options Library and
related methods for prioritising adaptation measures, and TNO’s overarching decision
support framework, the e-Guide. There were Q and A intervals between each presentation.
The session concluded with an overview of the circle of learning framework and coming
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activities. In addition, cities were asked to share their local ‘adaptation story’ as part of RESIN
dissemination actions. Based on the responses received, stories were developed with
Radom, Poland, and Nijmegen, The Netherlands, and published on the website.

2.2. Webinar 2: Forming Impact Chains for IVAVIA
Impact chain development was the focus of the second webinar, which was conducted jointly
by Fraunhofer and the cities of Manchester and Bilbao in March 2017. The purpose was to
introduce Tier 2 cities to the IVAVIA methodology and the Tier 1 cities’ experience of working
with it. Due to the complexity of IVAVIA, it was decided to focus on a single module of the
eight that comprise the methodology.
Fraunhofer led the session with an overview of the method of creating an impact chain. This
began with a first principles look at what exactly an impact chain is, followed by a breakdown
of the elements of conducting a risk-based vulnerability assessment, which is a core concept
of IVAVIA. This conceptual groundwork gave way to a detailed overview of an impact chain
diagram: a tool for identifying, structuring and illustrating the composite elements of an impact
chain and their cause-and-effect relationships. The city of Bilbao then outlined their
experience creating impact chain diagrams for three scenarios (extreme precipitation on citytraffic infrastructure, heatwave on public health and flooding on built-up area) in the context of
their local climate and risk management work. The Combined Greater Manchester Authority
went on to present its work on impact chains, related to the effect of pluvial flooding on
transportation systems, as well as high temperatures and/or low water availability on green
infrastructure.

2.3. Webinar 3: Adaptation Options Library
The third webinar focused on the Adaptation Options Library developed by Tecnalia. Given
the later stage in the project’s life cycle, the tools were at a stage of development, where a
close-up engagement with them was possible. The purpose was to update Tier 2 participants
on the tool’s current status (beta version 3), to introduce them to a range of possible uses,
and to provide structured guidance on selected uses. The webinar was led by Maddalen
Mendizabal, Tecnalia and facilitated by ICLEI.
The session opened with a reminder of the Tier 2 circle of learning context and current stage
of the RESIN project, followed by an overview of the Adaptation Options Library and its
development status. To demonstrate how the library is being developed and utilised in
practice, an overview of activities with Bratislava and Paris was provided. Participants were
then guided briefly through a worked case study example, using the library’s filters to
compare the flood mitigation effectiveness of grey infrastructure vs. green. They were then
guided through a first use case example, to develop a preliminary portfolio of adaptation
measures. Prior to the session, participants were provided with an agenda, a handout
outlining the examples step-by-step (refer Annex D), and access to the library online. They
were supported throughout the exercise through screen sharing (allowing the group to follow
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Mendizabal’s demonstration step-by-step). During the session, participants were invited at
intervals to contribute questions and comments, either verbally or by typing in the chat
window. These ranged from reflection on possible uses for the library within their ongoing
local adaptation work, to finer grain questions on the user interface, observation of difficulties
encountered and suggestions for improvement. The session concluded with a guided Q and
A, followed by an indication of next steps for the Adaptation Options Library. To enable
collection of more specific feedback on the experience of using the library, participants
received a link to an online survey before the webinar concluded, as well as immediately
afterwards via email (refer Annex D).
A challenge unique to this webinar was its tutorial format. Even for a relatively simple
exercise, conducting a software tutorial remotely is very challenging due to the isolation of
participants from one another and the trainer, difficulties trouble-shooting in realtime, and lack
of control over individuals’ technical setups. This places a high demand on individual skill
levels and on the trainer’s effective instructions. Efforts were made to address these
challenging circumstances through co-facilitation – alternating between verbal input from
Tecnalia and ICLEI, to establish a two-way conversation rather than a passive demonstration
environment.

3. Conclusion
The webinar series has now concluded, however Tier 2 circle of learning activities will
continue in the remaining months of the project, including a Stakeholder Dialogue in Bilbao
scheduled for July 2018. As a supporting mechanism to complement other ‘circle of learning’
activities, including face-to-face events, the webinars have been an essential channel for cityto-researcher and city-to-city learning, enabling communication of project developments and
city experiences across many different locations. While the depth of interaction possible in a
webinar setting is not as substantial as in person, they have nonetheless served to 1) enable
Tier 2 cities to maintain periodic engagement with the project, and 2) enable project partners
(both researchers and cities) to share (and receive reactions to) emerging research results
and their application within the Tier 1 cities with a wider audience of potential end-users.
Reactions from Tier 2 cities within the Q and A timeslots have helped to identify areas of
confusion about or gaps within the tools, as well as city needs and interests that should be
addressed in more depth during face-to-face activities, including the Stakeholder Dialogues
and Knowledge Transfer Workshops.
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4. Annexes

Annex A
RESIN Tier 2 circle of learning - Concept paper and work plan
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RESIN tier-2 circle of learning
Concept paper and work plan

www.resin-cities.eu

What is the tier-2 circle of learning?
The tier-2 circle of learning is the first layer of dissemination of the RESIN project results and
aims at having a direct exchange between the tier-1 cities that are part of the RESIN
Consortium (i.e. Bilbao, Bratislava, Manchester and Paris) and other European cities. The
tier-2 is composed of 18 cities, which will:
•
•
•
•

Learn about the project tools and give input for their final development;
Have a direct exchange with the tier-1 cities and with the project partners on their
experiences with regard to climate resilience;
Get training on how to use the tools developed by the project;
Support the project in further disseminating its results.

Why a tier-2?
A strong focus of the RESIN project is on dissemination of results. The Decision Support
System (DSS) is intended to be a standardized toolbox that supports cities all over the
continent to become more resilient. To reach this goal, European cities not only need to be
aware of the project results, but also understand how to apply them to their particular
situation and in their particular context. The tier-2 will create a direct contact with a group of
18 cities that will be trained on the tools and will therefore be in a pivotal situation to use them
to support their decision-making. The direct contact with tier-1 cities will favour a practical
peer-to-peer exchange of real life experiences and facilitate replication of results.

Who are the tier-2 cities?
17 cities are part of the tier-2. These have been selected to create a diverse group in terms of
geographical location, size, climate threats and experience with climate adaptation and
resilience.
The selected tier-2 cities are:
•
•
•
•

Zadar (Croatia);
Ghent (Belgium);
Padova (Italy);
Sfantu George (Romania);

www.resin-cities.eu

•
•
•
•

London (UK);
Lahti (Finland);
Newcastle (UK);
Burgas (Bulgaria);

•
•
•
•
•

Vilnius (Lithuania);
Almada (Portugal);
Alba (Italy);
Athens (Greece);
Nijmegen (Then Netherlands)

•
•
•
•

Strasbourg (France);
Radom (Poland);
Reykjavík (Iceland).
Warsaw (Poland).

Furthermore, 1 additional city has flagged their interest in becoming part of the tier-2 and is
finalizing their commitment:
• Cordoba (Spain).

How will the tier-2 be structured?
Tier-2 cities will be “coupled” with one of the tier-1 cities, which will be their “mentor” and
share their experience with them for what regards the project and their general resilience
building process. Nevertheless, all cities will interact and experiences will be shared also
between different groups, and with the other project partners.
Consequently, 4 city groups will be formed. These are:

Burgas

Padua

Vilnius

Alba

Bratislava

Bilbao

Radom

Almada

Sfantu
Gheorghe

Zadar
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Lahti

London
Newcastle

Athens
Manchester

Reykjavík

Paris
Warsaw

Ghent

Strasbourg
Nijmegen

As mentioned before, groups will not act in isolation but a continuous exchange between
them will be fostered: particularly during webinars, cities will participate all together. During
the Knowledge Transfer Workshops and the Stakeholder Dialogues (please see following
paragraph) 2 city groups will be paired (e.g., Manchester and its tier-2 cities with Bratislava
and its tier-2 cities) in order to ensure enough possibilities for exchange and knowledge
sharing.

What does participation the tier-2 entail?
Tier-2 activities encompass the organization of:
•

+3 Webinars: These will kick-off the tier-2 activities and will be a platform where the
project will be presented and the process of learning illustrated. If needed, webinars
will be also used to present on or dig deeper into particular experiences of some of
the cities, or to clarify doubts about tool development and use. Each webinar will
have duration of 1-2 hours.

•

2 ‘Knowledge Transfer Workshops’: One Knowledge Transfer Workshop (KtW) will
be organized for each two groups. During this workshop, which will have a duration
of 2 days, WP2, 3 and 6 leaders will present on their semi-finalised tools and
products and discuss possible fine-tuning with the tier-2 cities. Tier-1 cities will
present their experience with the tool testing and their local strategies for a more

4

resilient city development. Interactive activities for experience exchange between
tier-1 and -2
2 cities will be organized.
•

2 Stakeholder Dialogue
ialogues (SD): this will be a 1 day event. 2 stakeholder dialogues
will be organized in total. 2 groups of tier-1
tier and tier-2
2 cities will take part in each of
the events. External stakeholders will be invited to the stakeholder dialogues to, as
the scope of these events is that of presenting the results of the tool testing and the
final products and to disseminate the RESIN results to a wider audience.

All the tier-2
2 activities will be designed and organized by ICLEI in cooperation with
TECNALIA, Fraunhofer and TNO. Main topics will revolve around,, for example, the e-guide
and the standardized process, specific tools for vulnerability assessment, the library of
options and decision tools, etc. WP leaders will be in charge of presenting the tools and
their state of advancement during the different planned activities.
Tier-1 and tier-2
2 cities will receive guidelines for participation and their contribution in due
course. The role of tier-1
1 cities will be to introduce their experience in the project and the
local action carried out in its framework. Tier-2
Tier cities, further
er to learning about the project
and the tools, will play a ‘critical friend’ role, sharing their experience to give
giv advice to tier-1
cities and WP leaders.

Timeline of the activities
st

webinar open to all tier-1 and -2
2 cities as well as the Project
Webinars: a 1 introductive webinar,
Consortium will be organized approx. in November-December 2016.. These webinar will
introduce the concept of the tier-2
2 circle of learning and briefly introduce the tier-1
1 and -2
cities, and the RESIN project tools and objectives.
nd

rd

A 2 and 3 webinar will be organized around February 2017 and May 2017 respectively.
They will keep the exchange process ongoing, and lay the ground for the “Knowledge
Transfer Workshops”. The exact focus of these webinars
webinars will be agreed with the project
partners following the project development and responding to feedback by tier-2
tier 2 cities.
Knowledge Transfer Workshops: 2 KtWs will be organized in the time between June and
September 2017.. As mentioned above, each of these workshops will be attended by 2
groups of cities. Consequently, each city will attend only one KtW.
Stakeholder Dialogues: 2 SDs will be organized in the time between December 2017 and
April 2018. As for the workshops, each of these SDs will be attended by 2 groups of cities.
Consequently, each city will attend only one SD.
Approximate timeline of tier-2
2 activities
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Annex B
Webinar 1 materials: agenda, slides
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Tier-2 introductory webinar
Programme
th

(29 November 2016, 12.30-14.00 CET)
Time
12.00-12.05
12.05-12.20
12.20-12.25
12.25-12.35
12.35-12.40
12.40-12.50

Activity
Welcome and introduction to the webinar programme
Introduction to the RESIN Project
Questions and answers
Introduction to IVAVIA
Questions and answers
Introduction to the Adaptation Library

12.50-12.55
12.55-13.05
13.05-13.10
13.10-13.30

Questions and answers
Introduction to the DSS and E-guide
Questions and answers
Wrap-up and next steps of the tier-2 involvement

Responsible
Alberto Terenzi, ICLEI
Peter Bosch, TNO
Erich Rome, Fraunhofer
Maddalen Mendizabal,
Tecnalia
Tara Geerdink, TNO
Alberto Terenzi, Clara
Grimes, ICLEI

RESIN – Tier 2 Introductory Webinar

Welcome!!!
15th December 2016, 12.00-13.30 CET

www.resin-cities.eu

This project is funded by
the Horizon 2020
Framework Programme
of the European Union.

1

Programme
Time

Activity

Responsible

12.00-12.05

Welcome and introduction to the webinar programme

Alberto Terenzi, ICLEI

12.05-12.20

Introduction to the RESIN Project

Peter Bosch, TNO

12.20-12.25

Questions and Answers

12.25-12.35

Introduction to IVAVIA

12.35-12.40

Questions and Answers

12.40-12.50

Introduction to the Adaptation Library

12.50-12.55

Questions and Answers

12.55-13.05

Introduction to the DSS and E-guide

13.05-13.10

Questions and Answers

13.10-13.30

Wrap-up and next steps of the tier-2 involvement

Erich Rome, Fraunhofer

Maddalen Mendizabal, Tecnalia

Tara Geerdink, TNO

Alberto Terenzi, Clara Grimes, ICLEI

2

To communicate with us:

For technical problems, please
write to ICLEI Europe and my
colleague Vasilis Latinos will
support you.

For posting questions, please
unmute yourself during the
Q&A session.

3

Tier-2 - Recap
Aim
• Foster a peer-to-peer two-way learning;
• Introduce tier-2 cities to the project tools, train them on
their use and gather their input for their finalisation;
• Create a direct exchange between the tier-1 and tier-2
cities and with the other project partners on
experiences with regard to climate resilience;
• Create a first wider dissemination layer of the project
results speaking to transferability and replicability

4

Tier-2 - Recap
How will tier-1 and tier-2 cities interact?
• Tier-2 cities will be “coupled” with one of the tier-1
cities, which will be their “mentor”;
• 4 groups will be formed but communication and
knowledge sharing will happen also across groups;
• 2 groups will be coupled together to attend the face-toface activities.

5

Tier-2 - group coupling

Lahti
Newcastle

Manchester

Reykjavík
Ghent
Nijmegen
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Tier-2 - group coupling

7

RESIN introduction
Peter Bosch, TNO
Tier 2 webinar, 15-12-2016

www.resin-cities.eu

RESIN, GA02
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RESIN in 3 slides

www.resin-cities.eu

RESIN, GA02
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Ecosystems

Climate change, cities and their
critical infrastructures
Social
Infrastructure

Built
Environment

Critical
Infrastructure

Harmonisation and
Standardisation

RESIN: the project

www.resin-cities.eu

RESIN, GA02
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Cities response to increasing vulnerability to the
impacts of climate change:
development of urban adaptation strategies

• But slow and……

not integrated between vulnerable sectors/groups and
vital infrastructures…..

And….
• - no standardised approach
• - limited comparability in vulnerability between
cities

• - very limited comparability of adaptation options
• - little cost-benefit information

And different approaches being used…
• Resilience of vital infrastructures:
Disaster Risk Reduction (for different
threats)
• Resilience of other parts of the city
system (buildings, public spaces,
vulnerable groups): Climate Change
Adaptation

There is a lot of previous work by:
International organisations (IPCC, UCCRN, UNISDR)
FP7 projects (Ensembles, Euro-cordex, Climate costs, SUDPLAN, Predict, RAMSES, etc)
EU Projects (GraBS, Future cities, EU cities adapt)
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RESIN: What?
Practical, applicable, do-able applications from theory
- a common conceptual framework (risk –vulnerability)
- a city typology
- a standardised approach to impact, risk and vulnerability
assessment
- a catalogue of adaptation options, with specific work on
increasing comparability
- decision support system
- steps towards formal standardisation
RESIN Powerpoint Template
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TNO
Fraunhofer
Tecnalia
ICLEI
EIVP
BC3
University of Manchester
Comenius University Bratislava

ITTI
Arcadis
Siemens
NEN
Uniresearch

Who?

City of Bilbao
City of Manchester
City of Paris
City of Bratislava
RESIN Powerpoint Template
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Tier 2- cities
Are we doing the right things for all
cities in Europe?
Can we serve you with our products?
Cities learning from each other.

RESIN Powerpoint Template
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Conceptual framework

RESIN Powerpoint Template
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City Typology
Multiple-layered Typology
• Hazard, sensitivity, exposure and adaptive
capacity in multiple typologies
• Layered, responds to standardisation, consistent,
avoids trade-off in detail for each domain

RESIN Powerpoint Template
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24

Integrated Vulnerability Analysis for
Vital Infrastructures and built-up areas
Tier-2 webinar, December 15, 2016
Erich Rome, Fraunhofer IAIS

www.resin-cities.eu

This project is co-funded
by the Horizon 2020
Framework Programme of
the European Union.

The RESIN Conceptual Framework

Vulnerability Assessment (IVAVIA)

Adaptation Options

Decision Support
29.11.2016

RESIN IVAVIA webinar
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Vulnerability Assessment (VA) in RESIN
Risk-based VA for complying with concepts in IPCC AR5
• Novelty:
Integrated Vulnerability Assessment for Vital Infrastructures and built-up Areas
(IVAVIA)
• Modified Vulnerability Sourcebook method
– modular approach
– originally developed by German society for international collaboration GIZ
– BUT not risk-based (complies to older IPCC AR4 concepts)

29.11.2016

RESIN IVAVIA webinar
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Vulnerability – IPCC AR5 Schema
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change – Assessment Report 5 (2014)

29.11.2016

RESIN IVAVIA webinar
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Elements of risk-based vulnerability assessment
RESIN approach

Intensity /
Probability

Hazard
Sensitivity

Coping
capacity

Vulnerability

Exposure
consequences

probability

Risk

Risk = <probability of adverse event> X <consequences>
29.11.2016

RESIN IVAVIA webinar
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Risk-based vulnerability assessment
The task
• Identify a set of CC driven relevant scenarios
• Identify relevant parameters for all risk elements for each of the scenarios:
hazard, sensitivity, coping capacity, exposure
• Assess impacts and consequences of CC related hazards for each of the scenarios
• Assess probability of occurrence of CC related hazards for each of the scenarios
• Calculate the risk for each of the scenarios
• Compare and rank scenarios
• Plan the adaptation: measures for reducing risk address the following components of risk:
sensitivity, coping capacity, exposure, impacts

29.11.2016

RESIN IVAVIA webinar
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The IVAVIA Modules

M0

Selecting hazards and drivers

M1

Preparing the Vulnerability Assessment (VA)

M2

Developing Impact Chains

M3

Identifying and Selecting Indicators

M4

Data Acquisition and Management

M5

Normalisation of Indicator Data

M6

Weighting and Aggregating of Indicators

M7

Aggregating Vulnerability Components to Vulnerability / Risk

M8

Presenting the Outcomes of your Vulnerability Assessment

29.11.2016

RESIN IVAVIA webinar
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Module M1: Preparing the VA
What do we need?
• A precisely formulated set of objectives – overall and specific – agreed with key partners
and stakeholders.
• A clearly defined scope for the spatial, thematic/sectoral and temporal dimensions of the
vulnerability assessment.
• A list of outputs to be produced.
• A vulnerability assessment implementation plan that defines tasks, responsibilities and
timetable for the vulnerability assessment.

29.11.2016

RESIN IVAVIA webinar
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Module M2: Developing Impact Chains
Steps
• Determination of climate change related threats or hazards which your system is exposed
to
• Identification of relevant direct or indirect potential impacts
• Description of what makes your system/area sensitive to the climate change signals
• Identification of which coping capacities allow your system/area to handle adverse climate
impacts

29.11.2016

RESIN IVAVIA webinar
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Impact Chain scheme and example
Scheme
• Start with defining a combination of hazard and affected (exposed) objects
• Assess impacts and consequences (qualitative and quantitative)
Example from Potsdam Institute of Climate Impact Research:
• Assess impact of sea level rise on land

• Primary impact: land loss
• Secondary impacts / consequences: rural and urban area damages, loss of
agricultural production, loss of habitable areas, migration

29.11.2016

RESIN IVAVIA webinar
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What is an Impact Chain Diagram (ICD)?
Tool from the original Vulnerability Sourcebook
• Tool for structuring the “ingredients” (or components) of a particular impact chain
• Describes the basic connections between the elements
• Prepares the selection of indicators for many of the components
Challenges:

• Adaptation to risk-based vulnerability assessment
• Integration of Critical Infrastructures

29.11.2016

RESIN IVAVIA webinar
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IVAVIA Impact Chain Diagrams – for IPCC AR5
The potential occurrence of a natural or
human-induced physical event or trend, or
physical impact, that may cause loss of life,
injury, or other health impacts, as well as damage
and loss to property, infrastructure, livelihoods,
service provision, and environmental resources.

Climate-related events and trends, which have an
important effect on the system exposed and can
increase vulnerability to climate-related risk. Examples: Sea-level rise, increased temperatures, lack of
precipitation, increase of precipitation, storm surge.

Coping capacity

The ability of people, institutions,
organizations, and systems, using
available skills, values, beliefs, resources, and opportunities, to address,
manage, and overcome adverse conditions in the short to medium term.

HAZARD

more than one

Indicator

ATTRIBUTE
more than one

Indicator

ATTRIBUTE
more than one

The degree to which a system or
species is affected, either adversely or
beneficially, by climate variability or
change. The effect may be direct … or
indirect. Examples: Degrees of surface
sealing, age of population, density of
population, low household-income.

Indicator

more than one

STRESSOR

EXPOSED
OBJECT

Sensitivity

Vulberability

DRIVER

The presence of people, livelihoods, species or ecosystems,
environmental services and resources, infrastructure, or economic,
social, or cultural assets in places
that could be adversely affected.

IMPACT
more than one

Indicator
Non-climatic driver: not climate-related events and
trends, which have an important effect on the system
exposed and can increase vulnerability to climaterelated risk. Examples: Urban sprawl, changes of landuse, population growth.

Indicator
The term impact is used primarily to refer to the
effects on natural and human systems of extreme
weather and events and of climate change. Impacts
generally refer to effects on lives, livelihoods, health,
ecosystems, economies, societies, cultures, services
and infrastructure due to the interaction of climate
changes of hazardous climate events occurring within
a specific time period and the vulnerability of an
exposed society or system. Note: Impacts are also
referred to as consequences and outcomes.

©2016-2017 Fraunhofer IAIS

RESIN IVAVIA webinar
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Examples from participating City Partners
Results of applying the ICD tool
• Manchester:
– Drought on Green Infrastructure

• Paris:
– Fluvial flooding on Metro

• Bilbao:
– Fluvial and pluvial flooding on road transport
– Fluvial and pluvial flooding on built-up area
– Heat wave on public health

• On-going project activity for creating more ICDs, improving the
process, learning from each other

29.11.2016

RESIN IVAVIA webinar
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Impact chain: Heat wave on public health

Coping Capacity

Indicators

Sensitivity

Vulnerability

Indicators

Driver

Percentage of
covered area

Green & blue
infrastructure (river,
cool and green roofs)

Yes/No

Early warning system

Yes/No

Availability of
hospitals /
contingency plans

„Accion Social“ (they
work on
dependency)

Social networks
(neighbourhood,
family, friends)

Use of sport
centres, access to
specific sites

Behaviour

No data (private
smart metering?)

Availability of air
condition in flats,
offices & transport

Information with society
(number of times they
receive information)

Education and
awareness

Percentage of
people with age >
65

Age dependency of
population

Urban Comfort
Map (Tecnalia)

Urban heat island

Statistical data

Density of population

Technical insp. (en.
efficiency classes)

Building design
(insulation, windows,
orientation)

Av. number of
floors of
buildings

Urban form (canyons,
highrise residential
buildings)

Number of hot
days and
tropical nights

Increasing average
temperature

Hazards
Water scarcity /
quality

Average temp.
on a day
exceeds 32 °C

Heat wave
New types of illnessspreading insects

Public
health

Impacts

Indicators

Loss of human lives

DALYs

Morbidity

Costs of health
care / social
care

Loss of work
capacity

Number of sick
leave days

Economic losses

Loss of GDP

Grid capacity
(energy) sufficient?
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Impact Chain Diagrams …
… and adaptation
• The areas of an ICD structure already the possibilities for adaptation
• Adaptation measures could be aimed at
– reducing the sensitivity of the exposed object
– increasing the coping capacity of the exposed object
– reducing the influence of (negative) stressors (non-climatic drivers)

– reducing the direct and indirect impacts

29.11.2016

RESIN IVAVIA webinar
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Summary
IVAVIA
• Modular approach for risk-based assessment of vulnerabilities related to
consequences of Climate Change
• Based on the Vulnerability Sourcebook
• Prepares and structures the analysis and prepares for distributed adaptation measures
Current state of co-development process and next steps
• Impact Chain Diagram scheme adapted to definitions of IPCC AR5
• Tier-1 cities are developing Impact Chain diagrams
• RESIN WP2 partners work in parallel on completing IVAVIA

• Risk-based vulnerability assessment will be oriented at ISO/IEC 31010 (2009)

29.11.2016

RESIN IVAVIA webinar
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Thank you!
For further information, visit our website or join the RESIN LinkedIn page.

www.resin-cities.eu

Disclaimer
This presentation was derived from the H2020 project RESIN, which has received funding
from Horizon 2020, the European Union’s Framework Programme for research and
innovation, under grant agreement no 653522.
The content of this presentation does not reflect the official opinion of the European Union.
Responsibility for the information and views expressed herein lies entirely with the
presenter.
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RESIN Presentation on Tools:
WP3 Adaptation Options and Implementation
Maddalen Mendizabal
TECNALIA

www.resin-cities.eu

RESIN Powerpoint Template
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Main objectives of the WP3

• To develop an adaptation library of effective adaptation measures
WP3.1
including costs and benefits (harmonized information).
• Define a standard method for prioritising between adaptation measures at
WP3.2
the city level (performance and cost assessment).
• To propose an operational method to decide on the most suitable
implementation strategy at the city level.

WP3.3

RESIN Powerpoint Template
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1. Adaptation Option Library
Adaptation Options related to:
Drougth
Type

Flood

Each option will have a variety of information:

Heat wave

Subtype
Engineering and built environment
(Grey structural adaptation options)

Structural/
Physical

Technological: include both “hard”
and “soft” technologies

• Harmonized effectiveness
and cost-efficiency

General
info

•

Ecosystem Based Adaptation
(Green-Blue)
Service options
Educational
Social

•
Effectiv
eness

Information

Costefficiency

Make comparable different
entries of same measure
Potential range of
effectiveness for each
adaptation option

• Characterisation of the options

Behavioural
Economic instruments
Institutional Laws and regulations

Institutio
nal

Government policies and programs

RESIN Powerpoint Template
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RESIN Library: The characterisation of the adaptation options

Characterization consists on:
• a general description of the adaptation options: indicating objective(s), scale,
timing and responsibilities for implementation and financing among others.
• a requisite for the subsequent selection and prioritization of the most suitable
option. Filtering/search potential
The key elements for the characterisation
RELATED TO A GENERAL INFORMATION
General description
Climate threat
Type
Geograpgy
Study location
Type of asset
Scale
Sector and subsector
Technology Readiness Level
Type of urban configuration
Reference type (“importance” )
Year (implementation)
…

RELATED TO ORGANISATIONAL ISSUE
Responsible stakeholder
Collaboration with external stakeholders
Awareness levels within the organization
Access to funding
Primary beneficiary group
Target group
Feasibility
Barriers
Requirements
Maintenance
Monitoring
Supporting regulation and policies
…
RESIN Powerpoint Template
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Heat adaptation options effectiveness: examples of adaptation options covered in
the Library
TYPE OF OPTION
Cool material
Cool pavement
Greening

Urban configuration

NAME
ENTRIES
Cool material
136
Glass planels of low emissions
2
Cool pavement
43
Greening_grass and green roof
300
Greening_park
198
Greening_trees
353
Green wall
1
Street configuration
37
Urban configuration_building
orientation
13
Urban configuration_increase
building height
108
Urban configuration_reduce
building cover
36
Traffic reduction
20

Traffic reduction

Water solutions

Shadow
OTHERS

Traffic reduction_pedestrianize
Water body

39
8

Water sensitive urban design
and outdoor water-use practices
Fan of spraying
Pavement-watering
Shadow_photovoltaic panel
Awning
Use of air conditionning
Heat Early Warning System

6
2
37
1
2
17
3

Cost-assessment of adaptation options: examples

Hazard
Fluvial
Flooding

Pluvial
Flooding

Hazard

Drought

Adaptation Option
Nº of Entries
Hard Defences (Dikes Flood Wall)
8
Resettlement of Flood Prone Communities
3
Hazard
Flood Early Warning System
3
Floodplain Conservation
16
Property Level Measures
792
Rainwater Harvesting System
116
Green Roofs (Extensive Intensive)
69
SLR & Storm-Surge
Urban Green Areas
5
Urban Drainage System
46
Waste Management
8
Community Preparedness & Capacity Building
8
Property Level Measures (retrofit new build)
792
Water Butts
4

Adaptation Option
Rainwater Harvesting System
Wastewater Reuse & Recycling
Household Water Saving Measures
Rehabilitation of Water Supply System
Dam/ Reservoir Construction
Freshwater/ Groundwater Exploitation
Seawater Desalination
Groundwater Policy

Nº of Entries
116
42
2
4
9
6
9
2

Hazard

Adaptation Option
Nº of Entries
Beach Nourishment
33
Revetments & Geotextiles
11
Property Level Measures
16
Structure & Land Elevation
68
Spatial Planning
8
Storm-Surge Barrier/ Floodgates
19
Waterway
1
Floodplain Conservation
1
Hard Defences (seawalls bulkheads dikes groins)
62

Adaptation Option
Nº of Entries
Green Roofs (Extensive Intensive)
69
Urban Green Areas
5
Heat Waves
Property Level Measures (Retrofitting)
14
Vertical Greening System
18

The Library

Search/filter
Simple search: like google
or predefined words

OUTPUTS
1. List of preidentified
adaptation options

Search Results: 12
Flood adapted construction
Flood adapted HVAC
Flood adapted location
Flood adapted use
Building insulation - energy
Building insulation - heatwaves
Blue roof
Building shading - energy
Building shading - heatwaves
Critical infrastructure location

2. Provision of
information
1. General information

Advanced search:
combining words to refine

2. Harmonised effectiveness &
cost-efficiency
3. Organisational

3. Reporting
function
RESIN Powerpoint Template
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2. Methods for prioritisation of adaptation options
Main objective:
Selection of the most robust, efficient and effective measures from an economic, social and
environmental point of view.

RESIN Powerpoint Template

2. Methods for prioritisation of adaptation options

Consider economic
dimension: CBA, CEA
And others: MCA
Robust, efficient and
effective options
(select from the
library)…

Local Team

Research Team
Comparable info:
transformations,
standarisation, rescaling.

Give importance

Local Team

RESIN Powerpoint Template
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2. Methods for prioritisation of adaptation options
Example of the kind of RESULTS:

(Olivotto, 2014)

Contribution of criteria

RESIN Powerpoint Template
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3. Policy formulation guidelines: pathway design
IMPACT ANALYSIS

INPUT
MONITORING
WP6
IMPLEMENTING

ADAPTATION
PATHWAYS

Hazard and exposure

Top-down

Vulnerability: Hotspot and thresholds
Risk definition
Vision construction

Bottom-up

IMPACT CHAINS,
ASSESS RISK &
VUNERABILITY

ADAPTATION
OPTION

PLANNING
Adaptation decision point
Pathway design

WP3.3

WP2

I
N
P
U
T

Identify

INPUT

WP3.1

Assess: effectiveness and efficiency

WP3.2

Prioritise

RESIN Powerpoint Template
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3. Policy formulation guidelines: pathway design
•
•
•
•
•
•

Define the objectives: the key threshold (i.e. extreme water level, temperature, …)
Assess the current strategy and its performance (reaching an adaptation tipping point)
Group the adaptation options into options influencing hazard(s) (flood , drought, heat).
Sequencing: depending their effectiveness, robustness and cost-efficiency and co-benefit.
Add the effective life-time or sell-by date (time span during which the adaptation practice keeps
on being effective)
See the combinability or synergies within options

RESIN Powerpoint Template

LINK WITH THE DSS (WP6)

RESIN Powerpoint Template
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION
maddalen.mendizabal@tecnalia.com
efren.feliu@tecnalia.com
CONTACT:
Email: resin@tno.nl
Website: www.resin-cities.eu

The sole responsibility for the content of this publication lies with the authors. It does not necessarily
represent the opinion of the European Union. Neither the EASME nor the European Commission
are responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained therein.

This project is funded by the Horizon 2020
Framework Programme of the European Union.

RESIN Powerpoint Template
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RESIN
Co-Creation process E-guide WP6
TNO – 15/12/2016

www.resin-cities.eu

This project is funded
by the Horizon 2020
Framework Programme
of the European Union.

RESIN
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Objectives e-guide

• Comprehensive support tool for urban climate
adaptation
– Create content that supports the adaptation process
of cities
– Create platform for accessing and using this content
effectively
– The platform gives access to the tools developed
within Resin
RESIN
Output

City
cases
Decision
support for
adaptation
planning
RESIN
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Decision Framework on Adaptation Planning
•
•
•

Four phases
Subdivided in aspects and
issues
To be used as checklist and
guidance, not as
prescriptive flowchart or
one-size-fits-all solution

Phase
Phase 1 - Assess climate risk

(intended) Results
Understanding of the (climate) risks
Decision on whether and what hazards and their
associated risks are to be addressed
Ensured support for action; and agreement on which
parties and organisations are to be involved for next
phase(s).

Phase 2 - Develop adaptation
objectives
Phase 3 - Prioritise adaptation
options
Phase 4 - Develop implementation
plan

60 | Co-creation process WP6

Objectives for (acceptable/ desired) risk levels and/or for
(required) risk reduction

A preference for adaptation options for implementation

An agreed plan for implementation of adaptation options,
with support and resource allocation

RESIN
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E-Guide
•
•
•

On-line tool to access and use the decision support system
First ideas developed on structure of information and what platform will look like
Further functionality to be developed in co-creation process with end users

61 | Co-creation process WP6

RESIN
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Co-creation process in developing the e-guide
Tier-1 City cases
input

RESIN WP input

Generic approach for adaptation
planning and city’s typology (WP1)

standardised approaches to assess
vulnerability and risk (WP2)
approaches to assess and
prioritise adaptation and risk
reduction measures and datasets
on adaptation options (WP3)
Datasets on the case studies
(WP4)

E-guide Combining
expertise with
practice

Use of tools and platform in
own adaptation process
Feedback on provided
supportive content and on use
platform
Input on content where possible

(formal) standardisation and
certification (WP5)

RESIN
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Approach co-creation process city cases
Input
webinars
(ICLEI)

Close
cooperation
with
Manchester
(TNO)

Thematic
workshops
(TNO)

City cocreation
process

Process
management
workshops
(ICLEI)

Knowledge
transfer
workshops
(ICLEI)

RESIN
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Planning
2016
• Aligning planning with other partners (ICLEI, Arcadis, Siemens, Fraunhofer,
Tecnalia, Manchester)
• Webinars  get information on particular needs and challenges
• Finalising co-creation work plan and discuss with other partners and cities
• Intermediate (work) version of the e-Guide online
2017
• Fill the e-guide
• Finalise the e-guide
• Process management workshops city cases in May and November
• Thematic workshops with city cases (4x)
• Webinars

RESIN
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Tier-2 – upcoming activities
• Which activities will the tier-2 encompass?
• +3 Webinars: These will serve as a platform to present the project
activities and/or to dig deeper into particular experiences of some
of the cities, or to clarify doubts about the tools and their use..
• First ‘Introductory Webinar’ organised: 29th Nov. / 15 Dec.

• 2 ‘Knowledge Transfer Workshops’: Each KtW will gather 2 city
groups and have a duration of 2 days. KtW will be organised in 2
of the tier-1 cities:
• semi-finalised tools and products will be presented to and discussed with the
tier-2 cities.
• Tier-1 cities will share their experience with the tool testing and their local
resilience action.
• Interactive activities for experience exchange between tier-1 and -2 cities will
be organized.

66

Tier-2 – upcoming activities
• What activities will the tier-2 encompass?
• 1 Stakeholder Dialogue (1 day event). 2 stakeholder dialogues
will be organized in total. 2 city groups will take part in each of the
events
• Additional stakeholders will be invited to the stakeholder dialogues too, as the
scope of these events is to present the results of the tool testing and to
disseminate the RESIN results to a wider audience.

67

Tier-2 – upcoming activities
What‘s the timeline?

68

Tier-2 Next Steps
• Next steps
• Dates for next webinars will be communicated to tier-2 cities.
These will revolve around particular topics and city cases;
• Exact dates and locations for the two KtWs will be selected;
• A survey about standards commonly in use in tier-2 cities has
been shared with the request to fill it out

69

Tell your adaptation story
Showcase your city online and be recognised at the Open European Day
as a climate change adaptation trailblazer
Send your ideas for how to tell your local adaptation story to ICLEI, and the
RESIN team will support you in developing your adaptation story and
showcasing your ambition and achievements

To participate, send 120 – 500 words to clara.grimes@iclei.org. Include any
links to relevant news stories and images with full copyright information to
illustrate your story!

RESIN Tier 2 cities
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Tell your adaptation story
Approach 1: Climate change in our city
Summarize the main history of the city and the risks and distinctive
characteristics about your city that will guide how you choose to adapt to
climate change
1) What climate risks do you face? 2) What is special or distinctive about your
city as related to climate change? 3) What kind of change would you like to

see in your city?

RESIN Tier 2 cities
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Tell your adaptation story
Approach 2: What climate change means for our city
Identify an incident or crisis in recent years which is related to climate risk
1) When? 2) What happened? 3) How were citizens affected? 4) How does
the city’s adaptation goals relate to these kinds of risks?

Approach 3: How we are adapting to climate change
Identify a city development, project, cooperation or new infrastructure that has
been implemented to adapt to climate change
1) Why was this needed? 2) How has the city benefitted from this project? 3)
What is planned next?

RESIN Tier 2 cities
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Thank you!
For further information, visit our website or join the RESIN LinkedIn page.

www.resin-cities.eu
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Annex C
Webinar 2 materials: agenda, slides

RESIN D7.4 / 2-Tier Webinars
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RESIN Impact Chains Webinar, 09.March.2017

Programme

TIME

ACTIVITY

RESPONSIBLE PARTNER

11:00-11:10

Welcome, introduction and technical info

ICLEI

11:10-11:30

Forming Impact Chains for IVAVIA

Fraunhofer

11:30-11:40

Q/A

11:40-11:55

Co-creating Impact Chains: The experience

City of Manchester

of Manchester
11:55-12:00

Q/A

12:00-12:15

Co-creating Impact Chains: The experience

City of Bilbao

of Bilbao
12:15-12:20

Q/A

12:20-12:25

Closing

ICLEI

RESIN WP7 – Tier 2 Webinar on Impact
Chains

Welcome!!!
9th March 2017, 11.00-12.30 CET

www.resin-cities.eu

This project is funded by
the Horizon 2020
Framework Programme
of the European Union.

1

Programme
TIME

ACTIVITY

11:00-11:10

Welcome, introduction and technical info

ICLEI

11:10-11:30

Forming Impact Chains for IVAVIA

Fraunhofer

11:30-11:40

Q/A

11:40-11:55

Co-creating Impact Chains: The experience of Bilbao

11:55-12:00

Q/A

12:00-12:15

Co-creating Impact Chains: The experience of Manchester

12:15-12:20

Q/A

12:20-12:25

Closing

City of Bilbao

City of Manchester

ICLEI

2

To communicate with us:

For technical problems, please
write in the chat window and
we will try to support you.

For asking questions, please
unmute yourself during the
Q&A session.

3

Tier-2: where are we?

• We had an introductory webinar at the end of 2016;
• We are currently planning one more webinar until the
Knowledge Transfer Workshops (KtWs) take place;
• We are starting to organise the KtWs.
4

At the KtWs, 2 city groups will be paired

5

At the KtWs, 2 city groups will be paired

6

Experience report:
forming Impact Chains for IVAVIA
WP4 webinar, March 9, 2017
Erich Rome, Fraunhofer IAIS

www.resin-cities.eu

This project is co-funded
by the Horizon 2020
Framework Programme of
the European Union.

The IVAVIA Modules

M0

Selecting hazards and drivers

M1

Preparing the Vulnerability Assessment (VA)

M2

Developing Impact Chains

M3

Identifying and Selecting Indicators

M4

Data Acquisition and Management

M5

Normalisation of Indicator Data

M6

Weighting and Aggregating of Indicators

M7

Aggregating Vulnerability Components to Vulnerability / Risk

M8

Presenting the Outcomes of your Vulnerability Assessment

09.03.2017

RESIN IVAVIA webinar
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What is an Impact Chain?
(Source: RESIN glossary)
• Impact chains permit the structuring of cause-effect relationships between drivers
and/or inhibitors affecting the vulnerability of a system
• Impact chains
– allow for a visualisation of interrelations and feedbacks,
– help to identify the key impacts, on which level they occur, and
– allow visualising which climate signals may lead to them
• They further help to clarify and/or validate the objectives and the scope of
the vulnerability assessment and are a useful tool to involve stakeholders

09.03.2017

RESIN IVAVIA webinar
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Elements of risk-based vulnerability assessment
RESIN approach
Intensity /
Probability

Hazard
Sensitivity

Coping
capacity

Vulnerability

Exposure

Impact /
Consequences

probability

Risk

Risk = <probability of adverse event> X <consequences>
09.03.2017

RESIN IVAVIA webinar
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Risk-based vulnerability assessment
The task
• Identify a set of CC driven relevant scenarios
• Identify relevant parameters for all risk elements for each of the scenarios:
hazard, sensitivity, coping capacity, exposure
• Assess impacts and consequences of CC related hazards for each of the scenarios
• Assess probability of occurrence of CC related hazards for each of the scenarios
• Calculate the risk for each of the scenarios
• Compare and rank scenarios
• Plan the adaptation: measures for reducing risk address the following components of risk:
sensitivity, coping capacity, exposure, impacts

09.03.2017

RESIN IVAVIA webinar
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What is an Impact Chain Diagram (ICD)?
Tool from the original Vulnerability Sourcebook
• Tool for capturing and structuring the “ingredients” (or components) of a
particular impact chain
• ICDs describe the basic connections between the elements
• ICDs prepare the selection of indicators for many of the components

09.03.2017

RESIN IVAVIA webinar
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09.03.2017

RESIN IVAVIA webinar
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Impact Chain Diagrams …
… and adaptation
• The areas of an ICD structure already the possibilities for adaptation
• Adaptation measures could be aimed at
– reducing the sensitivity of the exposed object
– increasing the coping capacity of the exposed object
– reducing the influence of (negative) stressors (non-climatic drivers)
– reducing the direct and indirect impacts
• An obstacle for all climate adaptation measures is lack of funding – conclusion for RESIN:
IVAVIA module 8 and other activities in RESIN should raise awareness of the problem

09.03.2017

RESIN IVAVIA webinar
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Forming Impact Chain Diagrams
Practical experiences so far (1) – applying the method
• Starting with a combination of hazard / exposed object(s) worked very well so far
• The selection of such combination has been agreed between the city partner and
the corresponding research / university partner
• Stakeholders quickly grasped what contributions were expected
• The level of detail of the contributions varied:
– some stakeholders had a tendency to a great level of detail
– some stakeholders matched the (low) level of detail in the presented ICD
examples well
• The contributions require post-processing:
clustering, ranking, check for available suitable indicators

09.03.2017

RESIN IVAVIA webinar
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Forming Impact Chain Diagrams
Practical experiences so far (2) – applying the method
• Some of the elements of ICDs seem to be a bit difficult to discern:
– coping capacity and sensitivity are sometimes complementary
– the distinction between drivers and stressors requires better explanation
• The stakeholders communicated that they think that the method could help them in
realising their adaptation goals

09.03.2017

RESIN IVAVIA webinar
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Forming Impact Chain Diagrams
Practical experiences so far (3) – ICD workshops
• Moderation is elementary, a person with experience in moderation beneficial
• There should be more than two hours for the practical part
• Physical stakeholder workshops are valuable in several regards
– original inputs and comments
– immediate feedback on method and process
– opportunity for meeting people from different departments who share the same
interests, thus a chance for forming alliances for pushing adaptation goals
– opportunity for interesting information by-catches

09.03.2017

RESIN IVAVIA webinar
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Summary
IVAVIA
• Modular approach for risk-based assessment of vulnerabilities related to
consequences of Climate Change
• Based on the Vulnerability Sourcebook
• Prepares and structures the analysis and prepares for distributed adaptation measures
Current state of co-development process and next steps
• Impact Chain Diagram scheme adapted to definitions of IPCC AR5
• Tier-1 cities are developing Impact Chain diagrams
• RESIN WP2 partners work in parallel on completing IVAVIA
• Risk-based vulnerability assessment will be oriented at ISO/IEC 31010 (2009)

09.03.2017

RESIN IVAVIA webinar
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Thank you!
For further information, visit our website or join the RESIN LinkedIn page.

www.resin-cities.eu

Disclaimer
This presentation was derived from the H2020 project RESIN, which has received funding
from Horizon 2020, the European Union’s Framework Programme for research and
innovation, under grant agreement no 653522.
The content of this presentation does not reflect the official opinion of the European Union.
Responsibility for the information and views expressed herein lies entirely with the
presenter.
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Webinar on Impact Chains

www.resin-cities.eu

This project is co-funded
by the Horizon 2020
Framework Programme
of the European Union.

9th March
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Summary
Main Challenges of RESIN for Bilbao
Basically RESIN is going to support us to achieve the general goals that
Bilbao would like to reach in terms of climate adaptation and
resilience, such as:
Make a vulnerability analysis of the city,
Identify a list of potential adaptation options that will be the basis
for the development of a climate adaptation plan.
Include the project results in the new revision of the General Plan
and in other Plans such as Mobility plan and the Emergency plan.
Comply with the Compact of Mayors in relation to adaptation
objectives
22

During this year and a half we have been working with RESIN in
doing a:
City assessment report in order to know the state of the city
about adaptation
Developing a vulnerability assessment of the city in order to
understand the principal hazards and vulnerable areas
Creating a specific committee with people in charge of the
different municipality departments to work in RESIN project in
general and Include the project results in the new revision of
the General Plan and in other Plans such as Mobility plan and
the Emergency plan.
23

Urban Adaptation Committee

RESIN WP2 IC WS 13.9.2016
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WP2
In WP2 we have been implemented with Fraunhofer and Tecnalia the first
modules of IVAVIA tool:

25

•
•
•
•

Module 0 “Analysis and selection of hazards and stressors”
Module 1 “Preparing the vulnerability assessment”
Module 2 “Develop tool mock-ups
Module 3 “Identifying and selecting indicators” for Bilbao

Bilbao hold a Workshop In September to validate:
the impact chain with Fraunhofer and Tecnalia and with different experts
of the town hall.
With Siemens the current state and possible development options for the
usage of the City Intelligence Platform, with the city hall’s ITC department.

RESIN WP2 IC WS 13.9.2016
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WP2 identified different impact chains in Bilbao in order to:
Structure the cause-effect relationships between drivers affecting the
vulnerability of a system.
Visualisation of interrelations and feedback
Identify the key impacts, on which level they occur, and allow visualising
which climate signals may lead to them.

Finally we identified three impact chains:
1. Impact Chain: Extreme precipitation on city-traffic infrastructure
2. Impact Chain: Heatwave on public health
3. Impact Chain: Flooding on built-up area

RESIN WP2 IC WS 13.9.2016
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Impact chain: Extreme precipitation
on city traffic infrastructure (road transport)

Vulnerability

Coping Capacity

Indicators

Increasing average
temperature

GIS system,
precipitation
return period

Sewer / drainage
system capacity /
right location?

Storm tanks, M2
parks/green areas,
M2 blue areas

Existing green/blue
infrastructure

Public transport cap.
(buses and metro),
IMD: average
intensity of traffic

Existing alternative
routes / modes
(public transp., walk)

Communication with
society: radio,
messages (delays of
public transport)

Systems for early
warning, control, and
information

Cameras on
roads

Extreme
precipitation

Tide

Low or high?

l / m2 / hour

Hazards
Study on win
susceptibility

Landslides

• Flood height
• Velocity
• Debris

Pluvial Flooding

• Flood height
• Velocity
• Debris

Fluvial flooding

Road accessibility and
connectivity
Rainwater harvesting
systems, permeable
paving

Sensitivity

Drivers

Indicator
s

Loss of human lives,
injuries
Road
transport

Traffic disruption
(do it more specific)

Number of
roads at low
elevation

Location/elevation of
roads

Accidents

Capacity,
vulnerability
importance

Specific roads, e.g.,
only link to important
industrial site

Loss of
working/school
hours

Reduction of
served volume

Ability to serve traffic
volume

Loss of time when
travelling (do it
more specific)

Percentage of
sealed surface

Surface sealing

Access blocked to CI
(school)

Loss of GDP

• Morbidity
• DALYs

Impact chain: Heat wave on public health
Indicators
Percentage of
covered area

Sensitivity

Vulnerability

Coping Capacity

Yes/No

Green & blue
infrastructure (river,
cool and green roofs)

Availability of
hospitals /
contingency plans

„Accion Social“
(they work on
dependency)

Social networks
(neighbourhood,
family, friends)

Use of sport
centres, access
to specific sites

Behaviour

No data
(private smart
metering?)

Availability of air
condition in flats,
offices & transport

Information with
society (number of
times they receive
information)

Education and
awareness

Percentage of
people with age
> 65

Age dependency of
population

Urban Comfort
Map (Tecnalia)

Urban heat island

Technical insp.
(en. efficiency
classes)
Av. number of
floors of
buildings

Number of hot
days and
tropical nights

Increasing average
temperature

Early warning system

Yes/No

Statistical data

Indicators

Driver

Hazards
Water scarcity /
quality

Average temp.
on a day
exceeds 32 °C

Heat wave
New types of illnessspreading insects

Public health

Loss of human lives

DALYs

Morbidity

Costs of health
care / social
care

Loss of work
capacity

Number of sick
leave days

Economic losses

Loss of GDP

Density of population
Building design
(insulation, windows,
orientation)
Urban form (canyons,
highrise residential
buildings)

Grid capacity
(energy) sufficient?

Impact chain: Flooding on built-up area
Indicator
s

• Flood maps
• Zorrozaurre
island

Coping Capacity
Sensitivity

Drivers

Flood barriers
Sewer / drainage
system capacity

Vulnerability

Indicator
s

Increasing average
temperature

Yes/No

Early warning system

Percentage of
green land

Land use prevision
(non-built area)
Storm tank (grey
infrastructure)

Extreme
precipitation

Tide

Low or high?

l / m2 / hour

Hazards
Study on win
susceptibility

Landslides

• Flood height
• Velocity
• Debris

Pluvial Flooding

• Flood height
• Velocity
• Debris

Fluvial flooding

Pompier,
Municip. policy,
Brigade

Availability of
emergency helpers

Percentage of
flood prone
areas

Buildings in flood
prone areas (cultural
heritage, CI)

Percentage of
such buildings

Buildings on the
slopes

Zoning
(redefining)

Type of building (age,
industrial, residential,
business)

Business
interruption

Percentage of
such buildings

Ground floors below
street level

Damaged buildings

Percentage of
sealed surface

Surface sealing

Stress

Percentage of
parking spaces

Parking spaces

Intangible losses

Loss of human lives,
injuries
Built-up area
Cost of
reconstruction
Interruption of CI
(medical services)

WP2

We are currently validating the available information in order to
detect which indicator information will be available
The Civil Protection Department is preparing a new safety/security
plan for the city; we will coordinate their activities with ours.
We will share data in order to help make the security plan and our
vulnerability report of the city
Bilbao city council have been asked to test module 0 (hazards and
stressors) of the co creation process. Of the IVAVIA guideline and to
execute the steps of the module as it is described there.
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RESIN Impact Chain Workshop
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WP2, Plan 2017
We have had a meeting with Fraunhofer and we decided to
start with analysing the Impact Chain: Extreme precipitation
on city-traffic infrastructure because this impact chain will
provide most of the indicator data for IVAVIA ( 2 month
results)
Next months of 2017 . Analyze the impact chain “Heatwave
on public health” and “Flooding on built-up area”
Next months of 2017. Advance with the vulnerability
assessment to analyse the indicators and impact chains of the
city.
Sep 2017 finish the vulnerability assessment

Thank you for your attention!
e.sanz@bilbao.eus

www.resin-cities.eu
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Climate Resilient Cities and
Infrastructures (RESIN)
Impact Chains in the Greater Manchester Case Study
RESIN Webinar 9/3/17
Jeremy Carter, Angela Connelly and Matt Ellis

www.resin-cities.eu

GM RESIN case study tasks and WP connections
GM CC Risk
baseline:
Report 1
(5/16)

GM CC
Risk
Baseline:
Report 2
(2/17)

Stage 1: Climate
Change Risk Baseline
Assessment
(3/16 > 2/17)
WP6: Decision Support System

WP4
Testing
Report 2
(1/18)

WP2
Testing
Report 1
(1/18)

GM Critical Infra RA:
Report 3
(9/17)

Stage 3: Critical
Infrastructure Climate
Change Risk Assessment
(9/16 > 9/17)

Stage 2: Impact Chains
(7/16 > 7/17)

WP2: Impact,
Vulnerability and Risk
Assessment Tool

GM Adapt Options:
Report 4
(3/18)

Stage 4: Adaptation
Options
Development
(9/17 > 3/18)

WP3: Adaption
Options Library and
Prioritisation
Process

WP4
Testing
Report 3
(1/18)

GM impact chain workshop aims

• Testing and assessing the impact chain
approach being developed within RESIN
• Exchange of knowledge and experience
• Practical application of a potentially useful
decision support tool
• Developing insights into weather and
climate risks and responses

GM impact chain workshop process

• Identification of 2 impact chain themes
• Development of an impact chain workshop
approach
• Conducted 2 impact chain workshops –
17/11/16 and 21/2/17
• Analysis of workshop outputs and
development of impact chains

Impact chain selection – GM questionnaire results
Top 3 highest consequences for infrastructure from
hazards
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.

Top 3 ‘don’t knows’ regarding the consequences of hazards
for infrastructure
Fluvial flooding
Electricity systems (generation and supply)
1. Heat networks (and associated infrastructure)
Risk management infrastructure (e.g. flood defences)
2. Artificial green and blue infrastructure
Transportation systems (e.g. tram, road, rail)
3. Natural green and blue infrastructure
Pluvial Flooding
Transportation systems (e.g. tram, road, rail)
1. Heat networks (and associated infrastructure)
Risk management infrastructure (e.g. flood defences)
2. Artificial green and blue infrastructure
Electricity systems (generation and supply)
3. Natural green and blue infrastructure
Heatwave
Hospitals and health care services
1. Artificial green and blue infrastructure
Schools and education
2. Natural green and blue infrastructure
Water (supply and treatment)
3. Heat networks (and associated infrastructure)
Water Availability
Water (supply and treatment)
1. Heat networks (and associated infrastructure)
Schools and education
2. Artificial green and blue infrastructure
Hospitals and health care services
3. Natural green and blue infrastructure

Current hazard impact chain: Pluvial flooding to transportation systems.
Emerging hazard impact chain: High temperatures and/or low water availability
impacting on green infrastructure (GI).
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GM impact chain workshop process

• Identification of 2 impact chain themes
• Creation of an impact chain workshop
approach
• Conducted 2 impact chain workshops
• Analysis of workshop outputs and
development of impact chains

Impact chain: Pluvial flooding to a major arterial road in Greater Manchester
Stressors
Availability of different
transport modes

Climate change
Increasing
temperature

Population
growth

Lack of political
will and
awareness

Economic
growth

Urbanisation

Coping Capacity

Availability of different
road routes
Availability of
alternative power
source for traffic lights

Growing
demand on
roads

Land use
change

Ageing
infrastructure

Capability of
emergency services

Timing of flood event

Urban legacy
issues

Pluvial flooding
Recovery activity
and costs

Hazard
Network managers

Maintenance
impacts

Major arterial
road

Increase in traffic on
other routes

Surrounding
urbanisation patterns
Infrastructure
Demographic
characteristics of the
population

Sensitivity

Lack of road
maintenance

Existence of emergency
plans

Previous experience of
floods at the location

Vulnerability

Increasing
extreme rainfall

Reliance on technology
for flood response
Risk literacy of
population

Road closure

Transport mode shift
Sewer damage and
capacity exceedance

Impacts
Businesses

Damage to road
infrastructure

Emergency services
Road users
Local authorities

Condition of
infrastructure
Citizens
Business makeup and
practices

Economic impacts
The city
Tourism impacts

Impact chain element
Stressors
Population growth
Urbanisation
Economic growth
Lack of political will and awareness
Growing demand on roads
Land use change
Ageing infrastructure
Lack of road maintenance
Urban legacy issues
Impacts
Direct impacts to the road - Road closure
Direct impacts to the road - Damage to road infrastructure
Network managers - recovery activity and costs
Network managers – maintenance impacts
Infrastructure – increase in traffic on other routes
Infrastructure – transport mode shift
Infrastructure – sewer damage and capacity exceedance
Road users – Business
Road users – Emergency services
Road users – Local authorities
Road users – Citizens
The city – Economic impacts
The city – Tourism impacts
Coping Capacity
Availability of different transport modes
Availability of different road routes
Availability of alternative power sources for traffic lights
Existence of emergency plans
Capability of emergency services
Previous experience of floods at the location
Sensitivity
Timing of flood event
Surrounding urbanisation patterns
Demographic characteristics of the population
Reliance on technology for flood response
Risk literacy of the population
Condition of infrastructure

Indicator
Trends and/or projected increase in population
Trends and/or projected change in urbanised area
Trends and/or projected increase in GM GDP
Existence of public sector GI plans and strategies
Trends and/or projected change in road use
Trends and/or projected change in urbanised area and/or green space area
Trends and/or projected change in road maintenance budgets
Trends and/or projected change in road maintenance budgets
NA
Duration of road closure
Cost of repairs
Recovery costs and/or time spent on recovery
Cost of maintenance activities
Traffic counts on alternative routes
Change in transport mode share post-event
Number and cost of sewer flooding incidents
Cost to businesses
Time and resources committed to the incident
Road maintenance and repair costs
Lost working hours
Costs attributable to the incident
Change in visitor numbers to key sites
Diversity of transport options
Density of the transport network around affected area
Access to alternative power sources
Existence of emergency plans
Existence of emergency plans and governance structures
Records of previous hazard events
Start time and duration of the flood event
Ratio of hard surface to green space
Demographic characteristics – age, economic status etc
Scope of flood response measures
Awareness of flood risk
Trends and/or projected change in road maintenance budgets

Impact chains – reflections from GM

• Why the concept of impact chains
interested GM
• Did GM get what it hoped out of the impact
chain workshops?
• Observations on the actual process –
including learning points for future

Impact chain (potential) benefits

• Where next – realising the benefits locally:
– Awareness raising - providing a mechanism to
illustrate complex weather and climate risk.
– Provide an opportunity to begin to understand
the theme of cascading chains of cause and
effect.
– Help to identify indicators and data to support
the assessment of weather and climate related
risks.
– Support the identification of response options
to reduce weather and climate related risks.

QUESTIONS?

Tier-2 Next Steps
• 1 more webinar to dig deeper into another aspect
of the RESIN Project
• Organisation of the KtWs
1st in June in Bratislava for the Bratislava/Manchester
groups;
2nd in September for the Paris/Bilbao group, location
to be defined.
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Thank you!
For further information, visit our website or join the RESIN LinkedIn page.

www.resin-cities.eu
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Annex D
Webinar 3 materials: agenda, slides, tutorial handout, survey

RESIN D7.4 / 2-Tier Webinars
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RESIN Tier 2 Learning Webinar no. 3
Event

RESIN Tier 2 Learning Webinar no. 3 (WP7)

Dates

15 March 2018, 11:00-12:30

Host

ICLEI

Participants

ICLEI, Tecnalia, Tier 2 cities

Overview
Join us for a hands-on exploration of the RESIN Adaptation Options Library. Developer Maddalen
Mendizabal from Tecnalia will introduce a range of possible ways to use the library, followed by a
step-by-step tutorial in two selected uses (‘use cases’).

About the Adaptation Options Library
The Adaptation Options Library is a database of scientific literature related to the performance of
adaptation measures covering measures relating to heat, pluvial, fluvial and coastal floods and
drought. The library provides information that can support prioritization and pathway design as part
of an adaptation process. It can be used for benchmarking adaptation measures depending on costefficiency and effectiveness; to better understand different types of adaptation measures; as part of
Mayors Adapt reporting; for extracting relevant information to inspire the design and
implementation of the measures; and it can also help cities identify further studies to consider.
Get started exploring the library here https://resin.vmz.services/apps/adaptation/v3/

RESIN Agenda - Learning Webinar no. 3

1

Program
Agenda item

Presenter

Introduction to the webinar

ICLEI

Introducing the Adaptation Options Library

Tecnalia

Q and A (5 min)

ICLEI/Tecnalia

Potential uses and case study example (step-by-step)

Tecnalia

Use case 1: Develop a preliminary portfolio of adaptation
measures
Use filters (individually or in combination) to create a list of
adaptation measures matching different approaches and needs.

Tecnalia

Use case 2: Prioritise adaptation measures
Compare, rank and/or select measures according to various
criteria.

Tecnalia

Q and A (15 min)

ICLEI/Tecnalia

Next steps and wrap up

ICLEI

RESIN Agenda - Learning Webinar no. 3

2

RESIN WP7 – Tier 2 Webinar on the
Adaptation Options Library

Welcome!!!
15th March 2018, 11.00-12.30 CET

www.resin-cities.eu

This project is funded
by the Horizon 2020
Framework Programme
of the European Union.
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Programme

Agenda item
Introduction to the webinar
Introducing the Adaptation Options Library
Q and A (5 min)
Case study example (step-by-step)
Use case 1: Develop a preliminary portfolio of adaptation
measures

Presenter
ICLEI
Tecnalia
ICLEI/Tecnalia
Tecnalia
Tecnalia

Use filters (individually or in combination) to create a list of adaptation
measures matching different approaches and needs.
Use case 2: Prioritise adaptation measures

Tecnalia

Compare, rank and/or select measures according to various criteria.
Q and A (15 min)
Next steps and wrap up

ICLEI/Tecnalia
ICLEI

2

To communicate with us:

Since we are a large group, please
keep your microphone muted
wherever possible.
For technical problems, please write
in the chat window and we will try to
support you.
For asking questions during Q and A
sessions, you may either type in the
chat window and we will read your
question aloud, OR unmute yourself.
If you choose to ask a question out
loud, please introduce yourself with
your name and city.
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Tier-2 circle of learning: who are we?
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Tier-2 circle of learning: who are we?
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Tier-2 circle of learning: where are we?

• We had an introductory webinar at the end of 2016;
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• We held a second webinar on impact chains (IVAVIA) in early
2017;
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• We had an introductory webinar at the end of 2016;
• We held a second webinar on impact chains (IVAVIA) in early
2017;
• We met in Manchester for RESIN stakeholder dialogue no. 1 (Tier
2 cities paired with Manchester and Bratislava) in Feb 2018;
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2 cities paired with Paris and Bilbao) in July 2018;
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• We held a second webinar on impact chains (IVAVIA) in early
2017;
• We met in Manchester for RESIN stakeholder dialogue no. 1 (Tier
2 cities paired with Manchester and Bratislava) in Feb 2018;
• We will meet in Bilbao for RESIN stakeholder dialogue no. 2 (Tier
2 cities paired with Paris and Bilbao) in July 2018;
• Tool testing is underway! Developers (including Tecnalia)
seeking feedback on beta versions of tools in these final months of
the project.
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Tier-2 circle of learning: where are we?

• We had an introductory webinar at the end of 2016;
• We held a second webinar on impact chains (IVAVIA) in early
2017;
• We met in Manchester for RESIN stakeholder dialogue no. 1 (Tier
2 cities paired with Manchester and Bratislava) in Feb 2018;
• We will meet in Bilbao for RESIN stakeholder dialogue no. 2 (Tier
2 cities paired with Paris and Bilbao) in July 2018;
• Tool testing is underway! Developers (including Tecnalia)
seeking feedback on beta versions of tools in these final months of
the project.
• RESIN will close in November 2018. But the tools will live on!
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Programme

Agenda item
Introduction to the webinar
Introducing the Adaptation Options Library
Q and A (5 min)
Case study example (step-by-step)
Use case 1: Develop a preliminary portfolio of adaptation
measures

Presenter
ICLEI
Tecnalia
ICLEI/Tecnalia
Tecnalia
Tecnalia

Use filters (individually or in combination) to create a list of adaptation
measures matching different approaches and needs.
Use case 2: Prioritise adaptation measures

Tecnalia

Compare, rank and/or select measures according to various criteria.
Q and A (15 min)
Next steps and wrap up

ICLEI/Tecnalia
ICLEI
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Adaptation Options Library
Presented by:
Maddalen Mendizabal, Tecnalia on behalf of the WP3 team (SIEMENS, UNIMAN, TNO,
Arcadis, BC3, EIVP, UNIBA)

www.resin-cities.eu

Introducing the Adaptation Options Library
• The library covers adaptation measures relating to heat, pluvial,
fluvial and coastal floods and drought
• It allows you to understand different types of adaptation measures
and help you to rank measures to achieve a defined objective (e.g.
reduce the air temperature in 1° C)
• Synthesizes the scientific literature related to the performance
(cost-efficiency, effectiveness), implementation and co-benefits of
adaptation measures.
• The library will allow municipal experts, developers and consultants
to elaborate a preliminary portfolio of feasible adaptation
measures for a city or a municipal association
14

Introducing the Adaptation Options Library
• Contains almost 100 adaptation names, grouped in 28 general
measures
Social options
that seek to
reduce the
vulnerability

Educational

Education campaigns
and programs

Information

Information
Air conditioning

Behavioural

Economic instruments

Community Awareness
Raising
Insurance
Financial incentives
Building regulations

Laws and regulations
Institutional
meausres

Government policies and programs

Open Space Standards
for spatial planning
Standards and
regulation
Disaster Risk Reduction
(DRR)
Local flood planning
policy
Land use management
Traffic reduction
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Introducing the Adaptation Options Library
• Contains almost 100 adaptation names, grouped in 28 general
measures
Asset protection
Shadow
Engineering and built environment (Grey
structural adaptation options)

Flood protection
infrastructure
Temporary flood barrier
Urban configuration
Water supply
Cooling material
Cool pavements
Infiltration techniques

Structural/
Technological: include both “hard” and “soft”
Physical: They
technologies
include structural
and engineering
options

Permeable
paving/surfaces
Rainwater Harvesting
System
(Smart)
watermanagement
Water production
Wet proofing
Green infrastructure
Room for water

Ecosystem Based Adaptation (Green-Blue)

Sustainable Drainage
System
Water body
Water solutions

Service options

Wastewater Reuse &
Recycling
Water demand
management
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Co-creation activities with Tier 1 cities
Bratislava
•
•
•
•

Use of adaptation library to evaluate Action plan for CCA progress,
Use of adaptation library for better understanding different types of
adaptation measures and monitoring of their effectiveness
Use of adaptation library to complete Mayors Adapt report (every 2 years)
Use of adaptation library for implementation of adaptation options examples

17

Co-creation activities with Tier 1 cities
Paris: A “three-in-one” case study:
•

City level / Strategic level

Interesting to have “all the studies
done on adaptation” in one place.

Can be useful to extract the
literature on one topic (e.g. all the
studies done on traffic reductions)

The cost effectiveness data could be
useful to involve and convince
politicians.

Could be used to find some solutions
for Actions of the Resilience Strategy.

What’s next
- Search for measures for identified Actions of the Resilience Strategy
- Meet with new person in charge of the training of the municipal
agents (could be interested in the Library as an educational resource)

Co-creation activities with Tier 1 cities
Paris: A “three-in-one” case study:
•

Urban development project level
Saint-Vincent-de-Paul (3.4 hectares)
Bercy-Charenton (80 hectares)

Seems useful to find solutions only when we know the objective we are pursuing,
when we have already asked the right questions.

Difficult to identify, in an urban
development process, who would
be the end-user and when this
tool would be relevant.
The Urbanism Direction can only set
out directions and targets, not choose
options and solutions for a project.

Designer?
Contractor / urban developer?
Sustainability contractor?
Other?
The Library and its results seem
too generic for the Urbanism
Direction’s missions and needs.

What’s next
- Try to organize testing workshop with the urban developer of SVDP

19

Library Development Timeline

– Testing of V3 - now

https://resin.vmz.services/apps/adaptation/v3/

– Launch of V4 - end April
– Launch of final release - end June
The library will be continuously improved in the meantime!
Feedback welcome.
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Programme

Agenda item
Introduction to the webinar
Introducing the Adaptation Options Library
Q and A (5 min)
Case study example (step-by-step)
Use case 1: Develop a preliminary portfolio of adaptation
measures

Presenter
ICLEI
Tecnalia
ICLEI/Tecnalia
Tecnalia
Tecnalia

Use filters (individually or in combination) to create a list of adaptation
measures matching different approaches and needs.
Use case 2: Prioritise adaptation measures

Tecnalia

Compare, rank and/or select measures according to various criteria.
Q and A (15 min)
Next steps and wrap up

ICLEI/Tecnalia
ICLEI
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Q&A
(5 minutes)
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Now you know a bit about the library….
What do you hope it can do for you?
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Potential use cases
 Develop a preliminary
portfolio of adaptation
measures

 Evaluate progress on a
Climate Change
 Adaptation Action Plan
 Complete a
Mayors Adapt
report
 Extract the
literature on
one topic

 Prioritise adaptation
measures

 For better understanding
of different types of
measures and monitoring
their effectiveness

 Implement measures examples

 Find some solutions for
other plans, strategies etc.

 for training municipal agents

Potential use cases
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 Evaluate progress on a
Climate Change
 Adaptation Action Plan
 Complete a
Mayors Adapt
report
 Extract the
literature on
one topic

 Prioritise adaptation
measures

 For better understanding
of different types of
measures and monitoring
their effectiveness

 Implement measures examples

 Find some solutions for
other plans, strategies etc.

 for training municipal agents
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Agenda item
Introduction to the webinar
Introducing the Adaptation Options Library
Q and A (5 min)
Case study example (step-by-step)
Use case 1: Develop a preliminary portfolio of adaptation
measures

Presenter
ICLEI
Tecnalia
ICLEI/Tecnalia
Tecnalia
Tecnalia

Use filters (individually or in combination) to create a list of adaptation
measures matching different approaches and needs.
Use case 2: Prioritise adaptation measures

Tecnalia

Compare, rank and/or select measures according to various criteria.
Q and A (15 min)
Next steps and wrap up

ICLEI/Tecnalia
ICLEI
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Tutorial
Please refer to worksheet sent
earlier!
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Potential use cases
 Develop a preliminary
portfolio of
adaptation measures

 Evaluate progress on a
Climate Change
 Adaptation Action Plan
 Complete a
Mayors Adapt
report
 Extract the
literature on
one topic

 Prioritise adaptation
measures

 For better understanding
of different types of
measures and monitoring
their effectiveness

 Implement measures examples

 Find some solutions for
other plans, strategies etc.

 for training municipal agents

Q&A
(15 minutes)
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Next steps
Regarding the Adaptation Option Library:
•

We want to collect as much feedback as possible in order to improve the
visualization, navigation and usability of the Adaptation Option Library.

•

The Library is intended to be used by cities, therefore we want to ask cities to tell
us their opinions of it, and ideas to improve it.

•

Please take 10 minutes to complete a short questionnaire! 

Next steps
Regarding other tools for adaptation
•

We are testing the prioritization tool “CLIMACT PRIO TOOL” with the aim of:
“Ranking measures of the Climate Adaptation Plan” which will be tested on Paris
and Bilbao.

•

We are working on an Adaptation Pathway to put selected measures in sequence
over time. The approach will be tested in Bilbao and Manchester

Thank you!
Maddalen Mendizabal:
maddalen.mendizabal@tecnalia.com

www.resin-cities.eu

Disclaimer
This presentation was derived from the H2020 project RESIN, which has received
funding from Horizon 2020, the European Union’s Framework Programme for
research and innovation, under grant agreement no 653522.
The content of this presentation does not reflect the official opinion of the European
Union. Responsibility for the information and views expressed herein lies entirely with
the presenter.

Case study example
(step-by-step)

1

Case study example (step-by-step)
The database screen is divided into:
i) Filters
ii) an information screen where the selected data is shown
iii) different tabs to select or organize the desired type of information and
iv) Information level: agregated at measure level or dissagregated at study case level
LEVEL
TAB

FILTERS

INFORMATION SCREEN

2

Case study example (step-by-step)
5 steps for doing the following example.
Case study example: Effectiveness of Green vs. Grey measures to tackle
flooding are to be compared

Main
screen

3

Case study example (step-by-step)
Step 1+2: Decide approach (Green vs. Grey+
flooding) and apply filters (Type and Hazard)

4

Case study example (step-by-step)

Step 3: Decide comparing
criteria: Flood effectiveness

Measures

Variable of
effectiveness

Results: Green+flooding, Criteria:
effectiveness

Results

5

Case study example (step-by-step)
Step 4: Select level of
information

Results: Grey+flooding, Criteria:
effectiveness

Step 5: Extract
information
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Use case 1
Develop a preliminary portfolio of
adaptation measures
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Use case 1
Develop a preliminary portfolio of adaptation measures

Structural/
physical

Social

Institutional

Community
awareness

Planning policy

Asset protection
Cooling materials

Standards &
regulation

DRR
Flood protection infrastructures
Green infrastructure
Resilient energy system

Education

Financial
incentives

Resilient transport system
Sustainable drainage system
Urban configuration
Water storage & recycle

Insurance
Information
(Early warning
system)

Adaptation
strategies
8

Use case 1
Develop a preliminary portfolio of adaptation measures

Step 1. Choose the adaptation approach you are interested in: e.g. green
vs grey
• Approach 1 – Categorisation of solutions: based mainly on the table from IPCC, 2014
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Use case 1
Develop a preliminary portfolio of adaptation measures
Type

Subtype
Engineering and built environment (Grey
structural adaptation options)

Technological: include both “hard” and “soft”
Structural/ Physical: They include structural technologies
and engineering options
Ecosystem Based Adaptation (Green-Blue)
Service options
Educational
Social options that seek to reduce the
vulnerability

Information
Behavioural
Economic instruments

Institutional meausres

Laws and regulations
Government policies and programs
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Use case 1
Develop a preliminary portfolio of adaptation measures
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Use case 1
Develop a preliminary portfolio of adaptation measures

Step 2. Use the filters to create a list of adaptation measures for the
selected approach.

e.g. Green vs Grey
• Select both or separately
• Shorten by Option
• See the number of cases
• Export to CSV
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Use case 1
Develop a preliminary portfolio of adaptation measures
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Use case 1
Develop a preliminary portfolio of adaptation measures

Step 3. Compare with other approaches.
For example, the following criteria are provided by the database and you can select
one or combine them to get the required list of measures:
• hazard type,
• scale of implementation of the measure,
• climatic region where the measure was implemented,
• type of measure by the IPCC’s classification of adaptation options,
• group of measures,
• specific measure (shown as options),
• target of the measure and sector to which the measure is applicable.
e.g. Heat Hazard, Mediterranean Region,
• Shorten by Group
• See co-benefits
• Export to CSV
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Use case 1
Develop a preliminary portfolio of adaptation measures
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Congratulations! You‘ve
successfully developed a
preliminary portfolio of
adaptation measures.
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Use case 2
Prioritise adaptation measures
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Use case 2
Prioritise adaptation measures

Library´s criteria
Alignment with other
policies

Scale application

Answer to local needs

Sector

Flexibility/ Reversibility

Cost

Benefit-Cost Ratio
Effectiveness (Heat or
Flood)

+

Visibility
Social acceptance
Feasibility

Co-benefits

Maintenance
18

Use case 2
Prioritise adaptation measures

Step 1. Decide the type of information that will be used to compare: e.g.
effectiveness, cost-efficiency, co-benefits.
e.g. Cost-efficiency
• Shorten by Efficiency
• Have a look to the groups that have highest efficiency
• The variable is BCR. Have a look to the minimum, average and maximum BCR
• Export to CSV

19

Use case 2
Prioritise adaptation measures
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Use case 2
Prioritise adaptation measures

Step 2. Navigate through 6 tabs depending on the criteria that you want to
base your comparison on:
I.
General: have a look at co-benefits, shorten them
II. Cost-efficiency
III. Heat effectiveness
•
Shorten by variables and have a look at the variables: the
most used are air Tº, Surface Tº, Tmrt, PET and Humidity.
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Use case 2
Prioritise adaptation measures

Step 3. Select the performance variable: e.g. air temperature in heat
effectiveness and shorten the information of the tab to rank the highest
and lowest performing mesures
•

•

Have a look at the average effectiveness inside the same
variable: e.g Air Tª and do the same for Surface Tª.
•
Put in search “air”, and click in the star
•
Click “show favourite only” and shorten by average
effectiveness
Export the data to CSV. You can also do the ranking in excel
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Use case 2
Prioritise adaptation measures

Step 4. Improve understanding of the performance variables: e.g. for heat
effectiveness
•
Reset favourites and delete the key word
•
Use the filter for selecting specific measures or group of
measures: e.g. Option: cool pavement
•
Check the different variables and see which one has a
highest average effectiveness
•
The variables give a better understanding of
performance and also provide information for
monitoring
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Use case 2
Prioritise adaptation measures
Go back to Step 2:

Step 2. Navigate through 6 tabs depending on the criteria that you want to
base your comparison on:
I.
General: have a look at co-benefits, shorten them
II. Cost-efficiency
III. Heat effectiveness
•
Shorten by variables and have a look at the variables: the
most used are air Tº, Surface Tº, Tmrt, PET and Humidity.
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Use case 2
Prioritise adaptation measures

Step 2. Navigate through 6 tabs depending on the criteria that you want to
base your comparison on:
I.
Flood effectiveness
• Reset all filters
• Rank effectiveness
• Search for “risk” in the keyword search and have a look at the
effectiveness range
II. Implementation
•
See at study case level
•
Shorten feasibility and see which measures are more or less
sensitive
•
Shorten barriers
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Congratulations! You‘ve
successfully prioritised your
selected adaptation measures.
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Use case 3 (optional)
understand different types of
measures and monitor their
effectiveness
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QUESTIONNAIRE of the Adaptation Options Library (AOL):
How interested would you be in using the AOL?
☐ Very interested
☐ Interested
☐ Indifferent
☐ Not interested
How helpful is the AOL for you?
☐ Extremely helpful
☐ Rather helpful
☐ Only of little help
☐ Not at all helpful
Please describe in which context and for what purpose you will use the AOL

How important are the following features of the AOL? Considering the information hosted
into the Library (mark with a X the right column)
LEAST
IMPORTANT
1
2
The filters
The searching option
Selecting favourites
Extracting information
The cost-efficiency layout
The effectiveness layout
(heat or flood)
The vulnerability layout
The organizational layout
The general layout

MOST
IMPORTANT
3
4
5

Other? ______________
____________________

Would the following attributes make you more or less interested in using AOL?
LESS
INTERESTED

NEUTRAL MORE INTERESTED

Adding more filters
Giving the information at
group level, in addition to
measures level (e.g. at
green infrastructure level)
Changing the navigation
(specify the type of
changes below):
___________________
Other? ______________

How likely are you to use the AOL?
☐ Very likely
☐ Somewhat likely
☐ Unlikely
If this product were available today, when would you be most likely to use it and in
which context?
☐ Within the next month
☐ In 6 months from now
☐ In a year from now
☐ I am not interested
Considering the context in which you will use it, are there any other additional
functionalities that you would like to see incorporated into the AO?

Are you currently using any library of adaptation options? Please indicate which ones:
☐ __________________________
☐ __________________________
☐ __________________________
☐ I do not use a similar product
Please indicate the degree to which you agree/disagree with the following statements
having in mind any other available libraries you may be familiar with.
DISAGREE

NEUTRAL AGREE

Sufficient for my needs
Meets my expectations
Easy to Navigate
Other? ______________

Please provide additional comments about the AOL

